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We the People 365 A Politically Correct Christmas
Good Day to you. Can you believe it, a year has passed and its coming up to Christmas again. The big news
is the pseudo science department of ABC TV media has stepped in to imagine and create a lovely new
politically correct inoffensive Christmas which will fit these woke times. This year the date has been changed
to a mythical inoffensive December 32 so old traditions are not endlessly repeated bringing regular offense
to so many. Gifts may be given but trees are banned because it's not environmentally sensitive as is tinsel
which may become electrically charged from the Christmas tree lights and in any case insurance doesn't
cover Christmas electrocution. There must be no sign of a white Christmas as Australia is in drought and the
farmers might be insulted. You may of course have drinks at the Christmas party but it is preferred that
distilled un-coloured low calorie water should be served so those with a penchant for alcohol are not
tempted or a law suit may follow. There is a real legal precedent for this in Santa Vs Snowman 1993.
Listeners are reminded it is fine to be merry and gay but not in public as it may create offense to those who
are gender challenged or perhaps sexually fluid on the day. So with all this in mind and tongue firmly in
cheek here are some thoughts for the 25th week.
Twas the night before Christmas and Santa's a wreck...
The world has been swallowed by the politically correct,
His workers no longer would answer to "Elves"
"Vertically Challenged" they were calling themselves,
And labour conditions in the snow at the Pole,
Were alleged by the union to be taking a toll.
Four reindeer had vanished without much propriety,
Released to the wilds, by the Humane Society,
And equal employment had made it quite clear
That Santa should use multi cultural rein-deer,
So Dancer and Donner and Comet and Cupid,
Were replaced with 4 pigs, and you know that looked stupid.
To show you the strangeness of today's ebbs and flows,
Rudolf was suing over the use of his nose,
The red was on patent as was his bell
Santa's confused as it doesn't quite gel and
Scrooge has arrived with his expensive attorney,
This time of the year is such a difficult journey.
So Santa just stood there, disheveled, perplexed,
He just couldn't determine what to do next?
He tried to be merry he tried to be gay,
But you have to admit it was a very bad day and
His sack was quite empty, it was flat on the ground
Nothing acceptable was to be found.
So here is my message to all of you folk
A politically correct Yule tide is just such a joke,
Its Christmas and that means just one magnificent thing,
It's time to acknowledge the real Christmas King,
For Christ has been born neath stars in the east
Give praise and give thanks for the most..... and.... the least.
A Happy Christmas to all and until the new year this is Kent Bayley

